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Khamly,
I received a copy of the Seaport Air Quality 2020 and Beyond Plan at the recent
Port of Oakland Trucker Work Group Meeting on July 16th.
We at DockTime have tried to address the issue of congestion and pollution for
more than two years now. I have personally met with many of your co workers to
address the infrastructure and foundational issues that cause congestion and
pollution at the Port, namely the inefficient allocation of trucking resources to the
supply of containers.
We see a great deal of attention paid to peripheral issues related to truck traffic
but no attention focused on the core issues of truck traffic.
Reducing truck traffic overall will have the greatest impact on improving air
quality. If this is the stated goal of your project, I believe strongly that DockTime's
plan can be a key component of your future strategic plans.
A little background. I am a 15 year inhabitant of a warehouse just off West Grand
and Mandela Parkway. My goals are closely aligned with those with health and
safety concerns from Port truck traffic. As a trucking veteran, I have visibility into
the causes and the potential solutions that others may not necessarily have.
Please note that we are working closely with CCIG to occupy the new warehouse
going into parcel MH - 1 for the next 15 years. We are invested and are investing
in the Port of Oakland and the City of Oakland.

With that in mind, please note that reducing truck traffic overall is our view on
how to best address the majority of the concerns brought up by your Air Quality
Plan.
The Port of Oakland is our "Golden Goose". We should mine those golden eggs
each day while providing value to all within the community. This includes the
truckers, the shippers, the ocean carriers, the terminals, the residents of West
Oakland, and the City of Oakland.
I would welcome an opportunity to share a deeper conversation into the issue
should your schedule allow.

Best regards,
‐‐
Christopher Chang
DockTime Corporation
660 4th Street #699
San Francisco, CA 94107
Email: chris@docktime.net
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